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Draft Project to Distribute
Information on Alternatives

Dr. Kenneth Keniston
(Crile Photo)

Keniston Talks View
Post-Modern Elements

Reacting quickly to the Johnson the Thursday night meeting of the
Administration's decision to end autonomous Draft Project. Nine
graduate school deferments, an or- volunteered to serve as counselganizational meeting of the SDS lors. Montague stated that all counDraft Project Committee was held sellors must be fully acquainted
last Thursday night in Alumni with the draft laws. They will do
Lounge.
research on specific aspects of
The purpose of the Committee, the Selective Service Law - e s according to its Chairman, William pecially on the possibility of stuMontague "11, is to inform stu- dents obtaining derferments on the
dents of the (legal) alternatives to grounds that they are conscientthe draft. The SDS intends to en- ious objectors. Of the nine volunlist the support of student volun- teers, six will work on the issue
teers who will serve as counsel- of 1-0 derferments. The other
lors for other students who are volunteers will study the chances
concerned about their confronta- of students gaining deferments for
tion with the draft. The SDS hopes physical or mental disabilities.
whispered that the
that the Draft Project will develop Montague
into a general information center greatest problem which the Draft
that will do continous research on Project faced was developing
enough manpower to be effective.
the oft-changing draft laws.
The Draft Project began early The Project insists that the qualthis year. However, at its incep- ity of the volunteers be high, maintion most of its efforts were con- taining that "bad counselling is
fined to distributing leaflets from worse than none."
protest tables which were set up The Draft Project will expand
when military recruiters came on beyond the College, according to
campus. The change in the draft Montague. It expects to go into high
laws promoted an expansion of the schools in order to distribute inDraft Project. Montague reported formation to receptive students.
that many students are looking for Problems, acknowledged Montaadvice and information, and that he gue, may arise in gaining admisurges all students who are look- sion into schools.
ing for alternatives to the draft
The Committee plans to invite
to speak to himself, or other speakers from draft resistance orconsellors including Dr. Richard ganizations. A representative from
D. Pollack, Assistant Professor of the Boston Draft Resistance Group
Mathematics, Mr. James Gardner, will probably come to Trinity.
Assistant Professor of English,
Keeney said that the College AdMr. Stephen Minot, Assistant Pro- ministration has not obstructed the
fessor of English, and Steven work of the Draft Project. He also'
Keeney '71, President of the SDS. stated that the funds alloted to the
Twenty-five students attended SDS have been sufficient for the

preliminary activities of the draft
project, although increased antidraft activities may necessitate
additional finances.
Montague stressed the fact that
the SDS Draft Project is primarily concerned with the deferment
possibilities which are within the
context of the Selective Service Laws, "We don't consider
leaving
the country illegal."
stated Montague, "However, wead~
vise against that because there
are far better alternatives."

Tull Plans
Viet Nam
Discussion

This Thursday evening, a paneldiscussion will be presented concerning conscience and the war in
Viet Nam. It's purpose, according to Rev. Alan C. Tull, is to
In a series of three lectures war, and television as factors
"present in a calm, academic way"
entitled "Observations on the New contributing to the activation of
the implications of the various
inner violence in every human beRadicals,"
psychologist-author
options open to a student conKenneth Keniston of Yale Univer- ing.
fronted with the prospect of milisity asserted that "our survival
The
central factor in the
tary service. Tull said that in
as individuals and as a world
development of young radicals,
this way, it could be discussed
depends" on . whether "we can Keniston theorized, is the values
"without flak from either side."
create new formulations that advertised by American society
The Viet Nam war, he explainwill control historical and psy- and taught in highly principled,
ed, greatly affects all students at
chological violence before they de- ethically-oriented homes. Today's
the college especially the seniors.
stroy us."
"post-modern generation," he exThe panel members will explore
Speaking in the Washington Room
"just what values you are sacri(Continued on Page 6)
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
ficing and which ones you are preevenings, the Yale professor
serving should you enlist or de__pdstUlated that the issue of viotp, Canada,". In this
V li
&
sex was to the Victorians'. The . KJS
vein; the^cnaplSffi reported that
hostility displayed by young radithe discussion is aimed at incals toward their hierarchically
forming, not persuading. He hoped
structured governments, he r e that it will "help eachpersonmake
marked, is part of their effort to
up his own mind about the war." He
stop the violence they see overThe Independents' Council Social "We will continue to demand that floor apartment in a non-super- stressed that every student has to
running the world.
Dorm Experiment, which is de- the College cease its present pol- visory capacity.
make a decision as to how he will
signed, according to Council Pre- icy of passive encouragement of
Keniston cited the possibility of
Suggesting
possibilities for react to a draft situation because
imperosa, mechanically caused ident Stephen Lundeeri '69, in ac- fragmentation and stagnation. We functions, the Council pointed to it is one that will be confrontcord with a "community concept," ask of our administrators, as of "mixers, parties, lectures, coffee ing each one of them in the very
cataclysm posed by the atom bomb,
the violence of world upheaval. was passed by the Senate last Sun- our students and faculty,, real hours,, intramural competition, near future.
day.
The experiment, open to leadership and vision in seeking to transportation coordination, inModerated by Tull, the panel'
freshmen, independents, and fra- establish this campus as a healthy formai functions, and any other
will
consist of Dr. James Cob- .
ternity members, will begin next and stimulating community," de- activities of interest to the r e bledick,
Mr. John Gettier, Dr.
fall in the South Campus A Dorm- clared the Council.
sidents." These activities will be Anthony Netting,
and Mr. W. Militory.
The residents of the dormitory open to students who are not r e - ler Brown. Dr. CobbledickandMr.
A meeting for interested stu- will resolve all major questions re- sidents of the dormitory.
(Continued on Page 6)
dents will be held tonight at 10:00 garding the unit at a dorm meetp.m. in Wean Lounge. The-pur- ing. A committee of four will r e pose of the gathering is to acquaint represent the dormitory before the
The Junior Adviser Selection students with the system before Senate and Administration. The
Committee has chosen the follow- the March 4 room application dead- council proposals also provide for
ing sophomores to be J.A.'s next line.
the institution of ad hoc comyear:
The program is to transform mittees.
•David Agerton; Jack Anderson; what is now simply a dormitory
In accordance with the "comThe ambitions of the New Left he claimed that no other group
Kevin Anderson; . Steve Bauer; into a social unit, through the in- munity concept," the dorm will
better...the moral
Alexander Belida; Stephen Dale; troduction of new facilities and the be based on a system of individ- were clarified by Carl Oglesby at "articulates
Peter DePrez; Skip Dusseau; Steve . initiation of new activities, A tele- ual responsibilities. The structure an open meeting of the SDS and,distress of America's post-World
the Political Forum on February War II generations."
Earles; Alan Farnell; Jack
vision set has already been in- calls for an elimination of the J.A,
Oglesby said that many people
Flaherty; Randolph Friedman; stalled in what was the bridge study behavioral society as such, and 20 in the Washington Room of Mather Hall. Oglesby, the author of are dissatisfied with the New Left
Alan Gibby; Douglas Greene; John lounge
connecting the South transfers this authority to the CONTAINMENT AND CHANGE and because they believe that it is not
Harrison; Robert Harrity; Richard" Campus A and B sectors.
dorm council. The Independents' a former President of the SDS, saying what it wants. He answered
Hoffman; Michael Jimenez; Robert
Council asserted that this change declared
that "the New Left, this charge by pointing out that
The
Council
has
distributed
to
Kaynor; William Lawrence; Douwas not to be interpreted as a r e - whatever happens, will continu- other groups, like the Republican
each
student
an
explanation
of
the
glas Liskow; Iradj Mehrmenesh;
jection
of
the
current
structure,
ously try to persuade America that Party, have existed far longer
experiment, along with an appliMichael
Mithoefer;
Eugene
but an injection of meaning into
Newell; Peter Orgaln; James Pe- cation for participation. In an open the system through extension of revolutions abroad are imper- without developing a coherent platative, that we can oppose them only form.
terson; Eric Rathbun; William letter to the student body (see let- responsibility.
by allying ourselves with human
The former SDS President aver"edfield; Dale Reed; JohnRobson; ter on page 2) the Council advised
The Council hoped that a con- misery, that they are more like- red that " most New Leftists conWilliam Searle; J. Patterson that only interested students apply.
; David Steuber; Frank Sto- A $20 residence: fee will con- cerned faculty member could r e - ly to be peaceful and democratic sider themselves to be fighting for
John Tadsen; Charles Tut- tribute to the $2000 yearly budget side in the dormitory's ground if we simply stop resisting them, something very simple, self-evidthat we have nothing to fear from ently good, and old...this unalienwhich is to finance the dormitory's
"ej John Verre; John Warmthese revolutions, that in the long able right of self-determination:
functions.
run their success is in our own something- we Americans used
Flexibility, Lundeen explained,
°f the thirty-eight students chobest interest, that indeed the pri- to have and which has somehow
Sen
is the keynote of the program.
to be Junior Advisers, six
mary challenge which the several been stolen away by imposters."
The
structure
provides
for
"any
are independents. The other thirtyvarieties of communism pose
"The commitment to demoextent of participation or non™ sophomores come from six
to our society is the challenge cracy," asserted Oglesby, "is a
participation," the Council's exfraternities.
-. .
to solve our internal problems in- commitment to whatever will hapReports on the
T
he Committee which chose the. planation reads, thus allowing for
ternally."
pen when people are free. It preKeniston
Lectures
group activities while retaining
Jumor Advisers for the Class of
In the speech entitled "TheNay- supposes the humane wisdom of
9
Appear
In
individualism.
The
Council's
ex* "2 was structured differently
Sayers in Happyland," Oglesby liberated human beings." He r e INSIDE
from previous 'selection'com- planation emphasized that the exanalyzed the development and phi- vealed that people accuse the New
mittees. This year, there were less periment is not meant to be a r e losophy
of the New Left. While Left of inconsistency for supportseniors represented, while the placement of the fraternity system.
admitting that the SDS has achiev- ing Red China - a totalitarian
The
program,
the
explanation
number of Junior Advisers on the
(Continued on Page 4)
ed
a measure
of notoriety,
stressed, is not a final solution.
committee was increased.

arm

Applications for Participation Issued

Committee
Names J.'.A.'s
For'68 : '69 :

Oglesby Examines New
Left's Ideology, Growth

Keniston
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LETTERS to the chairman

but we believe that it does offer the
student body the opportunity to exercise (beyond rhetoric) the rights
and responsibilities of community.
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE STU- We believe that if the eloquence
DENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE: of speeches about this vision of
community is not to remain, holFEBRUARY 27, 1968
Beneath all the turmoil, it seems low, it is necessary for Trinity
that the pr evaiding theme of student students to assume the responsiactivity at Trinity is the creation bilities of a social situation where
of a genuine sense of community the distinctions of groups which
on this campus. The Independents' fragment this school will be blurThe implications of the war in Vietnam are ominous. In terms
Council, since its inception earlier red and the burden of self-deterof the economic, political arid moral stance of the United States, this year, has been directly con- mination will rest heavily on the
it is conceivable that this is the most profoundly harmful action cerned with this movement. We individual.
we, as a nation, have ever undertaken.
have declared ourselves to be a
We are concerned with the lack
In light of the recent Security. Council Ruling concerning the group concerned with MORE than of alternatives which characterfurthering
the
demands
of
indefurther limitation of deferments from military service, our presizes the often barren social sitence in an undeclared land war in Asia has taken on surreal pro- pendents; we are in addition ded- uation at Trinity. This lack of
portions. Not only is a human being no longer free to contribute icated to the establishment of a choice, and the ensuing conforto his country in his own domestic way, he may be unable to stimulating intellectual and social mism or alienation front the comlife for all members of this Col- munity is-indeed responsible for
avoid impressed participation in a military action which he con- lege.
the wasteland in which many stusiders to be in direct opposition to the goals he had hoped to
Guided by the desire and the need dents find themselves. We are
further in a peaceful, more constructive, way.
to confront the most pressing prob- attempting to provide the opporThe prospect—the inevitability—of the new rulings' effects upon lem — that of the lack of a healthy tunity for an alternative to role
the future, not only of the College itself, but of the whole system and attractive social life for all playing and type-casting at the
of higher learning in the nation, demands that the college com- members of the College — the College; we are attempting to esmunity as an entity face the fact of the war and of the draft as Independents' Council has devel- tablish the opportunity for responoped a plan for an experimental sible interaction with one's peers
it exists today.
We have an obligation to the 280 seniors who will graduate in social unit for the next school in a situation where one's indiyear. We have held hearings; we viduality is respected.
June to see that they are informed of EVERYTHING that can be have
done investigations at other
The Council places clear and
known about the draft and its alternatives.
colleges; we have worked with the strong emphasis on the balance of
While the SDS-sponsored. Draft Project is a commendable ef- administration; we have presented
rights and responsibilities in this
fort, it is neither broad based enough to serve nor sufficiently our proposal before the Senate dormitory,
representative to speak for the campus as a whole. However, the where it was debated and approved.
First of all, the rights and priability and preceding experience of the SDS members must prove We now present to the student body vileges are many. The dorm will
this
plan
for
a
social
dorm.
It
does
to be a highly valuable asset to the community at large in stuhave a considerable treasury to
not pretend to serve as a panacea work with which will allow them
dying the draft. Their skills are needed to help mobilize what
for this College's social problems, to sponsor mixers, coffee hours,
must prove to be a large, well financed effort.
Furthermore, the obligation is not that of SDS but that of the
elected representatives of the students, those who speak for an
electorate •universally faced with induction.
It is up to the student Senate to allocate funds and create the
machinery for a college-wide draft project that will study, inform
and counsel any and all members of the student body, faculty or
administration in both the military and non-military alternatives
to the draft and the war.
Professors Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Dr. Richard T. Lee
Representatives have to be sent to local boards to ask ques- Dr.Assistant
Charles R. Miller, and Dr. Edward W. Sloan have been promoted
tions. Knowledgeable people must be reached qnd questioned. to the post of associate professor, it was announced Wednesday.
Influential persons must be approached.
• Dr. DePhillips, who,, received, a B,S. from, Fordham in 1959 and a
Ph.D. from..Northwestern in 1965 Jias,, hap.n t<=an.Mno- ctomi,(tn, o+
There is too much at stake.
1
There is no room for allegiance. Thereis only the member ot the College since 1963. while at Fordham, he received the Merck
Index Award in chemistry and from 1960 to 1963 was a National
the community and the fact of the war.
Institutes of Health Research Fellow at Northwestern.
It is the responsibility of the Senate to assume this essential
Since coming to the College, DePhillips has worked on several
task. It is requisite that every student who is concerned and research projects with funds granted to the College from the Reknowledgeable in these matters (despite his political affili- search Corporation of America, the National Heart Institute, and the
ations) share the burden, because the weight of the future will Connecticut Research Commission. For the past two summers he
fall upon all OUR shoulders — if it does not first come crash- has been a research associate and investigator at the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
ing down about our ears.
Dr. DePhillips is presently a member of the New York Academy
The TRIPOD asks that the Senate recognize its responsibility to the students and immediately make allocations of sub- of Sciences, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the American Chemical Society.
stantial funds (of at least $200) and manpower to create a colHe is married and has three children.
lege-wide Draft Council.
Dr. Lee, a philosophy asst. professor, received a B.A., Phi Beta
Kappa from Emory in 1958 and an
M.A. and Ph.D. from Yale in 1960
and 1962, respectively. While at
Yale, he received a Woodrow Wilson, Boles, and Sterling Fellowship. He came to the College in
1963 from Bridgeport Engineering Institute.

'the unheard of

EDITORIAL SECTION

Response to a Wider Draft

informal functions, lectures, and
a host of other activities which
the' dorm sees fit. Residents will
always have the option to participate or not. Hopefully atmosphere of community and mutual
respect will develop in the dorm
as a result of its unique structure. (The Council is also looking1
into the possibility of having a
faculty member living in the dorm
in a non-supervisory capacity.)
But rights can only materialize
in their full potential if each resident of the dorm will live up to
his share of responsibility to himself, the other members of the
dorm, and the College. There will
be no watchdogs, but It is in our
mind significant that if we are to
proclaim ourselves men, if weare
to speak about "deciding our own
lives," if we are to declare our
freedom to take responsibility then1
we must indeed TAKE RESPONSIBILITY! The social dorm will
do the unheard, of at Trinity! It
will give us the opportunity to do
so.
Thus, all major decisions within the dorm will be made by residents through dorm meetings.
In addition, the dorm will elect
four students who will act as
spokesmen in matters concerning the dorm before the Senate
and the administration. The dorm
will be responsible to the College
community for its actions. (Note:
the Junior Advisors will not be
(Continued on Page 3) •

DePhillips, Lee, Miller, Sloan
Elevated to Associate Professor

{Trinity

Dr. Lee, who has received grants
from the Council on Philosophical
Studies, specializes in Whitehead
and metaphysics. He is a member
of Phi Gamma Mu, social sciences
society, and Vice-President of the
Board of Halfway House of Connecticut, a rehabilitation center
for former prison inmates.
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LETTERS to the ckairman Canvassing for Senator McCarthy:
(Continued from Page 2)
agents of authority In this dorm.
They will be advisors.)
The Social Dorm is not a plan
to separate or exclusivize this
campus even further than it already
is. It is, as we have stated, an
alternative to the inadequacies of
the present social system. The
plan and the principle it embodies
seem to challenge many of this
College's more disquieting problems. If successful,, it would provide valuable clues to achieving
more amenable campus living a r rangements, increased student r e sponsibility, and a freer more
dynamic social system on this
campus. We ask that you do your
part to help make it a success:
if you are interested and willing
to work for Its success — please
apply; if you are not willing —
please stay away.

away those who might be tempted
to do something about them - namely, the future students of
this college.
Unless the "Deuces" are convinced that Trinity offers no intellectual challenges whatsoever
to their own tastelessly critical
minds, I see no reason why their
efforts should be taken seriously.
They are doing no more than
turning their backs on the very
institution which they and all of
us need so badly if we are to
come to grips with the troubles
that lie both inside and outside
its walls.
They are doing a
great disservice to Trinity College
and to themselves as well.
MARK BURNHAM '70

Brief Notes from New Hampshire

mary winner. People are con- district; lower-middle, but maincerned
about money ("mention ly young couples on their way up.
When Senator McCarthy climbed that McCarthy's against the 10% Several people were not quite sure
carefully onto the chair behind surcharge") and the fact that the who Senator McCarthy was, but
the podium Saturday night to speak,
state ranks 49th in financial aid at least as I told them, I got the
he looked benign, cheerful, smiling to education ("our man's voted feeling they were listening to methe way he usually does-as if he was for federal aid to education at LISTENING and intelligently evaltotally at peace with his deity.
every level"). And there's the uating what I said. Almost no one
He gave a light, informal speech, war- New Hampshire is essen- committed themselves, but I was
thanking us for working for his tially hawkish.
enthralled with the large minorcampaign- "us" beingseveralhunCanvassing was painful- and de- ity of people who smiled and said,
dred students who had week-end- pressing. The first day, my sec- "Thank you, we'll read through
ed in New Hampshire canvassing tion of the ward was near the
this and consider everything very
the state. Now, in a large room middle of town- lower middle class carefully." "Consider;" that's all
of the Sheraton in Manchester, and below, many old people. It •we were asking for, a fighting
McCarthy was making light quips wasn't the anti-McCarthy senti- chance.
and being constantly interrupted ment that hurt the worst, although
There were still slammed doors
by the enthusiastic, almost aggres- I had more than one door slammed and apathetic looks and numb toes sive applause. When he had fin- in my face, It was the apathy, and discouragement; in the final
ished and had climbed off the chair the stare that betrayed no compre- analysis, though, none of the frus(again being very careful- although hension of what was coming- off. tration of either day could dissihe didn't make it obvious, you knew McCarthy? Just another Politi- pate the exhilaration I felt watchlie was dead tired), he began to cian, and Politicians a r e - well, ing him Saturday night, listening
shake eager hands. When it was my Politicians. I still went through to him thank us. All right, perTHE INDEPENDENTS' COUNCIL
turn, I said without even, think- my prepared spiel and dutifully haps I didn't win many converts,
ing, "Thank you, Senator." As handed out the literature- but it but it's impossible to predict how
soon as I said it, I knew it was was discouraging. The weather many non-committed voters will
absurd; here he was to thank US was clear but bitterly cold; my swing to the Senator because a
"Senator McCarthy is the only for working. But I felt like thank- feet began to hurt, really hurt. representative came by THEIR
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
I am more than a little annoyed candidate who has offered an al- ing him for running, for becoming How many votes was I raking in? homes and tried to taifc to them.
the point man and leader of a frus- Ten- A hundred- Eighty- seven- This is grass roots politics; peoat what the "Elton Deuces" are ternative to the American people."
trying to do with their right of The validity and the implications trated Stop-the-War movement.
teen? I had no idea. Labor, ple have to be reached" indivifree speech. Lately the college of the preceding will be the topic
Vietnam, and New Hampshire at dually, by those who have already
Driving
back
this
evening,
'
I
community has been treated to in question during an informal tried to figure out how justified times seemed not quite as im- decided. I've decided the man is
their anti-Trinity invective in discussion to be held in Alumni I was -in "accepting" his grat- portant as the fact that I couldn't McCarthy. The objective is New
which they denounce virtually ev- Lounge, at 4;00 p.m. on Febru- itude. Just how much did that feel my frozen toes any more. Hampshire on March 12. That's
erything that this institution is and ary 28 by the recently formed canvassing do to further the McSunday was better- slightly. New why I'm going back next week.
does.
Granted, much of their Republican Collegiate AssociaCarthy
campaign?
I
thought
about
Explaining
writing is clever, humorous, and tion for McCarthy.
the' endless house-to-house-toentertaining, as well as insight- their rather unique position, Rich- house March of Dread of Saturard
Morris
and
Paul
Cassarino,
ful. This literary talent is inday and Sunday. Possibly I hadn't
deed commendable. But all tootwo senior members of Theta Xi done a hell of a lot at all.
much of what they say reek's. of arid spokesmen for the new stubitterness and of a decayed state dent group, state; "We wish to
A state-wide demonstration of co-chairman of the SDS Committee
of mind which cannot hope to r e - demonstrate that public support
of Eugene J. McCarthy is not
various peace and anti-war groups for Peace in Viet Nam; the demonmedy what it is attacking.
A primary election- actually the
will be held this Saturday in New stration will be "definitely nonOnly a fool would deny that limited to liberals and radicals,
Haven. The groups will assemble violent, hopefully attracting those
Trinity is a college which has no i.e., Democrats, but is well with- real grass roots of a democraat 1:30 on the New Haven Green. people who have expressed antisocial, academic, or administra- in the interests of Republicans, tic republic. The people choose
The demonstration will consist war sentiments, but have thus far
delegates to the national party
tive problems. Only a greater i.e., conservatives."
Cities are divided •of a peace march through the down- been reluctant to engage in antiThe Association, though not de- convention.
foul would try to display these
area, culminating with a war activities." Johnson has deproblems and magnify them with siring an immediate crossing of into wards and wards into streets town
rally on the Green.
scribed the march as one which
the apparent intent of scaring party lines, seeks registered Re- until the whole election boils clown
The march, wll-l ,rpgg'-tho
hniifiB.'hv'hhiigp wnljpitatiOfl of
-gfaguld generate a. healthy communment in the nomination of Senator votes, assistance, or even en_.*e a symbolic ity~~ot' lnteTesr-arnbrigf' groups and
McCarthy as the democratic candi- couragement. Canvassing.
demonstration willtakeplace. Ste- individuals who are mutually condate for President. The immediate
Nashuamiddle-sized New ven Minot, assistant professor of cerned with "the inhumanity of an
goal of the small, six-to-eight
Hampshire town, about 42,000. English at the College, the Rev. insane war."
non-Republican nucleus, is chief- The memorandum to workers gives William Sloane Coffin, Jr., Chap-,
ly the creation of "dialogue" with the dope on state politics: 190,- lain at Yale, and playwright ArThe S.D.S. Committee is urging
other registered Republicans, both
000 registered Republicans, 90.- thur Miller have agreed to speak ail interested parties to attend.
students and faculty, on campus for 000 Democrats, about 100,000 In- at the rally. Following the rally, Trinity students will be leaving
the purposes of mutual education dependents.
from Mather Hall at 12:00 noon.
Delegates are not musical groups will entertain.
and direction.
legally bound to support the pri- According to Bruce Johnson '88, Bus transportation will available.
A motion to publish "decisions,
rules, and regulations" arrived
at •In faculty meetings was passed
by the Faculty at its February
meeting. The motion was introduced by Dr. Walter D. Leavitt,
Associate Professof of Modern
Languages, who stated that theresolution was the result of "thenew
by Steven Keeney
oi.tr national problems. Those are President
an award ceremony to commemorTruman's veto. At
. concern on campus for better comIt is a noteworthy, but not parti- ate the third award presented him
surface feelings that bear r e - that time, President Truman called
munications."
cularity
newsworthy, fact . that by the Freedoms Foundation of
search, not indictments--and until the original weaker version "the
According to the motion, a com- . freedom of speech has been vio- Valley Forge, the Feb. 24, 1954 the answers come we must continue worst thought-control act since the
mittee would be set up, consisting lently
assaulted several times TRIPOD reports; "in the speech,
to wonder.
Alien and Sedition Laws."
of the Registrar, the Secretary of within this century. In America, Dr. Jacobs maintained that ComAnd, moving from the colThe powers
of the Act are
the faculty, and. a. faculty member the most recent attacks have come munists have no place in educalege community to the country, even more incredible than its hischosen by.the committee on com- with the red brand of "commie" tion or public service...Dr. J a if ardent anti-Communism just- tory,
it gives the Subversive :
•mitees. The committee, which has or "pinko" in hand. America has cobs further stated, 'I believe
ified injustice too blatant for even Activities Control Board (SACB)
not yet been chosen, would decide not recovered completely from the that it is a test of the integrity
the most humbled American, leave to grant immunity to any
what decisions would be published, sickness of the McCarthy hear- of an educational institution, a
we cannot rest on those laurels witnesses and to knock out thf
including debate, according to Lea- ings of the middle 'SO's.
waiting for injustice in the name Fifth Amendment rights of an
test of its responsibility, to elimvitt, "only when considered gerAs a matter of fact, it was during inate Communists from its staff.
oi' anti-Communism to again be- witness in order to force him i..
mane," The publication would then the McCarthy era that Trinity But this is and must be the responcome
too blatant, a fear that answer all questions put to him by
be issued to the faculty, the Ad- completed its search for a new. sibility of academic authority and
does not seem unwarranted today. the government. There is no apministration, the Senate and the President, a search that was in- not of Congressional Committee,'"
The first signs that McCarthy- peal; the SACB simply registers
Tripod.
evitably colored by its climate.
isli repression, still in the imper- organizations in the "appropriate"
But McCarthy and much that he
Dr, Leavitt commented that fac- "In his enumeration of the qual- brought with him is, in a sense,
ial cloak of anti-Communism, category, categories that are so
ulty, passage of the motion reflect- ities the trustees had set forth past. Those of us concerned with
might be around the corner are loose that almost any organization
ed an equal concern on their part to guide them in a search the development of social conalready posted. The last ditch arg- could be classified a "Communfor better communications.
for a new President for.Trinity," sciousness in America are always
ument for our wanton destruction ist front," The President is given
reads , the May 20, 1953 TRI- called to the present and to the in Vietnam--and this is a time of the power, in a "national emerPOD, "Trustee
A. Nor they future. After the fact, it must be
last ditch arguments for Vietnam gency," to arrest all" subversives"
Jones implied that one who is not our concern to guard the future hawks-.-is increasingly anti-Com- without hearing-, trials, or wara conservative is a pink, in the from the mistakes of the past.
munism. In our own boundries, and rants and put them in "detention
(Continued from Page 4)
qualification that the new prexy If an administrator would have perhaps as a function of the camps." And, to insure a witch
dam, N.Y.
should be a 'conservative and not
war, McCarthy's ghost is beginW. Howie Muir, Director, of Adr associated with any pink groups.'." denied freedom of speech to fac- ning to rise in the new body of hunt, the Board must register
somebody within the year or-go out
missions, commented that "Spike If Trinity was not to take an anti- ulty in times past, we must be the
"Dirksen Amendments" to the of existence.
gummere has been a valuable ad- Communist character,. it had at careful that, he is not allowed to
McCarran Act.
continue.
Someone seems to have forgotten
dition
to our admissions staff, least submitted to one.
an
The new McCarran Act, passed the words attributed to Voltaire:
We must wonder at the almost
<J I am sure he will be the same
President Jacobs began to at- unilateral
political character by a 3-2 vote in the Senate (with "I disagree with what you say,
at Lake Forest."
90 Senators absent) and signed in- but I will fight to the death for .
Mr. Gummere, who replaces tack the red-hunters, especially in of our faculty; we may be puzJacob w. Edwards -59 at Lake 1954, contending that • it was the zled by the short stays of out- to law by Johnson on January 2, your right to say .it." The time
1968, is a strengthened version of for that fight is today—McCarthy'sForest,
will assume his new post college administration, not the-spoken instructors; and, finally,
Jul
the original McCarran Act, cal-:anti-Communism is no excuse fory 1, and will begin work with government, that should throw out we may be shocked, if that word
pinks. Nonetheless, President Ja- still has any meaning, by the Inled the Internal .Security Act of the destruction of our democracy
we
c
i
a s s of 1973. He commented,
1
1950, which was passed during the and the rights it guarantees ALL
ve enjoyed very much working cobs made his position on pinks-- credible silence of most faculty
and. freedom of.speech--clear. At members on even the greatest of
height of the McCarthy period over of us.
.'- : ":
at Trinity.

'deuces disservice'

by Ted Leaverman

GOP Group
Pledges Aid
To McCarthy

Minot, Miller to Speak
At Peace Demonstration

Faculty Votes
Publication
Of Decisions

IT'S IN THE AIR

Anti-Communist Can Be Anti-American

Gummere...
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Bi~Racial Dinner Gives
Hollywood Indigestion

Religion Dept.
Film Portrays
Gospel Truth

by Warren Kalbacker
Is the glamorous, escapist fa- Scotch and makes much of kissby Steven Chernaik
cade beginning to crumble? Is Hol- ing the womenfolk. William Rose's
lywood finally developing a soc- screenplay even calls for Spencer
Hailed by the critics as perial consciousness? Producer- Tracy to cuss now and then.
haps the most unusual, imaginative
director Stanley Kramer would
All to little avail. "Dinner" turns
and sensitive—if not best movie
have us think so. His latest film, into a summit conference worthy
to have recreated an episode from
"Guess Who's ComingtoDinner?", of the UN. Poitier's parents arthe Bible, "The Gospel According
deals with the taboo of interrac- rive. The priest seeks to exorto St. Matthew" will begivenafree
ial marriage.
••
showing Wednesday evening at 8:00
cise Tracy's "reactionary bigot"
in the Washington Room. TIME
To be sure, many of the old demon.Everyone has a "few words"
calls the picture "a modest unHollywood trappings are still in with everyone
else. Even old
adorned movie on the life of Christ
evidence - the beautiful home over- Tilly, the maid, gets Into the act,
that should satisfy the yearnings
looking San Francisco Bay, lush She castigates Poitier for trying
of anyone who has suffered through
wall-to-wall carpeting, etc. With- to rise above his station-'! Civil
the pretentious pieties of mulin this bourgeois bastion reside rights is one thin', this sure is
timillion-dollar orgies of Scripwhite liberals Katharine Hepburn somethin' else," Only Miss Houghturama."
and Spencer Tracy. Their creden- ton keeps her cool throughout the
tials are impeccable - there is even ordeal.
In an effort to free his film
She has "wonderful"
an autographed picture of FDR in parents and never doubts that love
from the traditional elements
the study. The colored maid, of and goodness will triumph.
comprising the typical Hollywood
course, has "been a member of
Biblical extravaganza, Director
the family for 22 years."
Pier Pasolini has substituted simGuess
who's
come
to
dinner...
plicity for spectacle. No familier
One afternoon the hyper-educaactors have been employed; all the
ted, broadminded daughter (Kathperformers are either Italian peaA /~^Y T 7
A _t_»
1
~\/f
*
arine Houghton) brings home her
new fiance. We are told that they
sants or students-with Jesus, ALLU
AttaCKS
MOVie
it.
'
are very much in love. As a mathimself, portrayed by a student.
ter of fact, they "fell in love.in
Pasolini, a Marxist Atheist, took
20 minutes," At this point, black
his entire script, word for word
superstar Sidney Poitier (who
from the Book of Matthew. Eng
else?) bursts on the scene with
lish subtitles translate the Italian, which the actors speak in
Bans on the presentation of "un- subjects - divorce, adultery, the the force of a shattering picture
their native accents. The actual suitable" books to minors have intermixing of races - have been window.
Italian terrain and simple pea- been challenged in the U.S. Suthe target of censorship at some
Of course, Poitier is no or"Dinner" is not without some
sant villages replace artificially preme Court in an Amicus brief time. Thus free expression of opin- dinary Negro. Hollywood is not merit. Most remarkable is.that
constructed cities and super- of the American Civil Liberties ion is inevitably discouraged." yet that far advanced. Our "Dr. it was made at all. Perhaps a
imposed landscapes. All the char- Union, the New York CLU, and
The brief further states that . Prentiss" also has impeccable new trend has begun in American
acters, including Jesus are dress- the Texas CLU.
authentic competition among opin- credentials - distinguished profes- cinema. However, it is rather hard
ed in tattered peasant clothing.
The brief 'contends that a Dal- ions, a primary object of the sor of medicine, official of the to believe that a couple supposedAn informal discussion.of .the las ordinance and a New York law
First Amendament, benefits min- World Health Organization, etc., ly so much in love doesn't even
film will immediately follow the violate the FirstAmendment:"The ors as well as adults. The logic etc. The fact remains, however, share an on-screen kiss. Maybe
film's showing. Both film and dis- practical effect of censorship of the brief stems from the idea that he.is black - not merely light next time Hollywood will present
cussion are sponsored by the De- for.children is to lead producers that if minors hear only orthodoxy, brown, like the maid's helper,
us with some real people.
partment of Religion in conjunction and publishers to avoid censorable they cannot be "magically trans- but really black.
with the Chapel and are opened or controversial subjects designed formed" into rational adults;
Miss Houghton has naturally
to all students.
for a wide audience, for map" hence, the choice of books minors been taught all about the evils
may read and films they may see of racial prejudice, "but this hapis not the province of censors. pening to our daughter, I never
The brief contends such choices would have dreamed!" Mouths
are the responsibility oiparents. drop, People grow, faint;. Veterans
The Union nnints out ttiat.ayailK
able evidence suggests there is no age to make this sequence conconnection between anti-social be- vincing. Poitier, however, is still
Francis B. Gummere Jr. '61,
Jacques Cartier, Founder and Board of Directors, John W. Hun- havior traits and the books an suffering from the cold professionProducing Director of the Hart- tington, who said, "The Hartford individual reads or the films he alism he exhibited in "Heat of Director of Financial Aid for the
College, has been appointed Dirford Stage Company, has announ- Stage Company is Jacques Car- sees. The only "evil" the laws can the Night."
Tracy is obviously disturbed - ector of Admissions at Lake Forced his resignation, effective in tier's creation and we will miss control is "speech which is thought
June.at the end of the theatre's him greatly. His brilliant talents to be immoral or the medium of this has spoiled his golfing day. est College, a coed school in
current season. His resignation as an artist and administrator impure ideas - an objective that He needs more time to consider Lake Forest, Illinois, it was anyears exciting is clearly Impermissible," the such a serious question, so Poit- nounced last week. Mr. Gummere
was accepted "with the greatest have made these
1
ier is asked to stay for dinner. also serves in the capacity of
reluctance and regret" by the and we, as a Board and a com- brief states.
Union officials argue that both Eventually, just about everyone is Asst, Director of Admissions.
Chairman of the Stage Company's munity, can only express our
thanks and debt to him."
the Dallas and New York bans in- invited to dinner and it becomes
Mr. Gummere, who became inHailed by Martin Gottfried, in volved in the current challenge most nagging to hear the film's terested in admissions while workhis recent book, A THEATRE are vague. Thus, according to the title repeated again and again by ing in the office as an undergradDIVIDED,, as "one Of the most ACLU, they threaten even wider the characters.
uate, joined the College in 1965,
solid resident theaters in the coun- censorship than the lawmakers
Director Kramer attempts to in- Previously, he had served as Asst,
(Continued from Page 1}
country. After citing the reasons try," the Stage Company is now in contemplated. The Union suggests ject modern "realism" via "hip" Director of Admissions at Clarkfor the revolution in China - feu- its fifth season, playing to aud- that to be safe from prosecution, cliches. There is an old Catho- son Institute of Technology, Potsiences which average 96% of its film producers and book sellers lic priest who downs Scotch after
(Continued on Page 3)
dalism, famine, and exploitation •* Oglesby announced that "the seating capacity, and has been might remove from public view
material
that
no
court
would
proNew Left will join with anyone who highly praised for many of its
scribe.
wants to denounce the historical productions.
Spring Vacation Suggestions. . .
situation."
' The position of the New Left,
Chosen by Henry Miller and Reflecting
Distinctive,
according to Oglesby, is that the
Correct Taste Usually Unavailable Elsewhere.
American people have no control
over their political destiny. How-,
ever, he continued, the New Left
does not see a solution in chang* SWIM TRUNKS
ing the economic structure of the
nation. "What the New Left r e * BERMUDA SHORTS
turns to again and again is the
central notion that it is only in
* COLOURED LINEN JACKETS
men's real lives that that social
good and evil manifest themselves,
* COLOURED LINEN TROUSERS
not in the pure phenomena of economic structures." Nevertheless,
* TOPSIDER SNEAKERS
: Is Asking You
'Oglesby. acknowledged thai some
sort of "structural" change might
* INDIA MADRAS SHIRTS
be necessary to combat our great
to Submit Your
national problems.
. ;
* BRITISH POLO SHIRTS
•.;•• Discussing Vietnam, Oglesby
Prose, Poetry, and Art
.observed that President Johnson
seems to believe that if the r e Trinity's Closest Complete
volution in Vietnam is not de; feated, then revolutions will comto
Clothing Store
mence throughout Asia and Latin
America. Referring to President
MONDAY •i i in<iii'i;ii s . v n u i i . w
Box 1199
Kennedy's remark that "those who:
• make peaceful revolution impossible make violent . -revolution
by March 1st.
.inevitable," Oglesby declared that
America has: decided^ that there
UI.OTUIKK
KlIHNISIIKIl
; Shall be no social' progress if
!
i t will reduce. American profits.
' He commented that the only way
: '"to get out of counter-revplution; a r y ' : warfare:, is'-to stop -being a
IMPORTKH
'•' counter-revolutionary country."
24 TRUMBULL STREET . HARTFORD • 525-2139

°}_ Book Bans in High Court

Hartford Stage Company
Founder-Head Resigns

Oglesby...
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MARAT/SADE
KENISTON
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WEISS UNITES ALIENATION, AUDIENCE in MA
Two trends' (read two diseases) dominate the
criticism of contemporary, drama - a tendency
toward over-definition and a tendency toward the,
careless application of those definitions. MARATSADE has been the intended victim of both. What
becomes clear upon reading reviews of Weiss'
play is that the age of the cold audience is also
the age of the pigeon-holing critic. And what becomes more obvious (and is more disturbing) is
the fact that the critic possesses no ciear understanding - has no real knowledge- of his pigeonholes. Preconceived notions about what the theatre
SHOULD be or what the theatre MUST be rest on
misunderstandings of what the theatre has been.
A closed system, fallacious at its foundation, is theahalytical tool; a bastardization of the art work is
the finished product.
•
A typical review of MARAT/SADE might be outlined as follows:
1. The critic perceives the presence of elements
from both the theatre of Brecht and the theatre of
Artaud.
2. He proceeds to erroneously define /those two
theories. Oversimplifications are the rule: Brecht
equals didactic, politically oriented theatre of alienation; Artaud equals emotional, passionate theatre
of, cruelty.
3. The critic denigrates the play for failing to
meet his definitions, for not following HIS concept
of what Brecht and, Artaud should be.
4. The critic denies the validity of using Artandian: elements and bemoans the corrupt and
misguided use of Brecht,
A sampling of critical reviews would suggest the
extent to which this outline has been followed. There
is something horribly facile, almost puerile, about
the process. And what underlies the critics' complaints is, again, PRECONCEPTIONS ABOUT WHAT
THE THEATRE MUST BE. Peter Weiss has said
that he is "creating a new kind of theatre," yet
critics insist upon applying old standards. But what
is most disturbing; about their criteria is not that
they are old but that they are wrong. The root of
all the confusion is the ingrained idea that the
theories of Brecht and Artaud: arc dia-LunUi^aiiy-,
opposed, conflicting, and irreconciliable. Not true.
The fact is that once one goes beneath the convenient cliches, it becomes clear that Brecht1 s
alienation effect and Artaud's theory of audiencestage unity are closely related. They can be (and,
through Weiss, have been) used to complement each
other: "Alienation is no more than a portrayal oi
estrangement - making, estrangement 'striking.'
There is no doubt about Its final goal: it is the,removal of estrangement: - it is revolution." The removal of estrangement - how well this phrase
. sums up the hope of Artaud: to create, through
theatre, "a public that shudders at train wrecks
... that is sensitive'to the disordered anguish of
love ... that has discarded the socially acceptable
behavior patterns imposed on us by custom and
tradition." And how well both these quotes describe
the purpose and suggest the theme of Weiss' play.
What we are faced with is a very odd truth; aud- .
ience alienation and audience activation in the end
achieve the same result - loss, destruction of
. aesthetic distance.
The extent to which these two techniques of re-,
moving aesthetic distance have been integrated by
'Weiss, and the extent to which they in turn have
been integrated with other formal and thematic
elements in the play, manifests itself when one
attempts to, analyse MARAT/SADE. Everything is
fused. And when one tries to extricate one ele- .
ment, several other elements cling.to it and hang
on and come with it. This difficulty stands as a
tribute to Peter Weiss (and to Peter Brook, and
Donald Driver). The constantly vital and changing
tableau of aesthetically formed, colors, figures and
sounds, and the detached, floating theories of r e volution merge into one, compressing and thus
intensifying the violence inherent in the dualistic
roles of the characters. "Illusion and disillusion
cohabit, painfully and are inseparable; and the constant tension between the- two carries the play beyond an intellectual consciousness of the characters :
and their psyches to an emotional awareness through
the. senses. The whole, yes, is far greater than
the sum. Unfortunately, analysis demands looking
:
'at the parts."
';. •
. :
•The greatest danger as I see it,
is that one might come to prize
• an artistic work for its own sake
rather than for the view it
propagates. I cannot and do not
wish to find refuge in some
imaginary no man's land.
.:•..:.:
. - Peter Weiss

' .
,
>

; Seeing MARAT/SADE is, to use a simple analogy
•comparable to visiting• a• doctor. The spectator•patient is first told what is wrong with him in what
"way he is sick, and then treated — subjected to

the painful cure, given the. almost unpalatable medicine. There . are two steps, diagnosis and treatment; and Weiss has brought the two together in a
way that makes the diagnosis part of the cure, and
the cure the confirmation of the diagnosis.
The diagnostic part of MARAT/SADE is found,
for the most part, in the running debate between
Sade and Marat on the meaning of the French Revolution. Their didactic exchange is clearly a
Brechtian device. The debate is not, however, in
any sense antithetical to Artaud's theatre, since
while this rational approach; does turn the spectator into an, observer, its, purpose is to arouse
his own power of action.' It is a means of r e orienting him', forcing him to adopt a new attitude
directed towards changing the world..
The view that Weiss propagates through Marat
and the Marquis is explicit. Those who.firidit.ambiguous make the mistake of considering Marat and
Sade as opposing forces (just as they see Artaud
and Brecht as opposites). At times they are; but
it is at the points where their arguments intersect, in the area where they agree, that the voice

to consider the waste, the waste of the lives and
the passions that were the revolution:
Herald:
The revolution came and went and
unrest was replaced by discontent
Sade:
So they storm the citadel and there
they are and everything is just the
same
Marat:
We stand here more oppressed than
when we began
Sade:
It's easy to get mass movements
going movements that move in vicious cycles
Patients:
We've got rights the right to starve.,.
We're all free and equal to die like
dogs
What we are faced with is the futility, the meaninglessness of the revolution. Weiss is making a statement against the "bourgeois conformism" that has
led to a perverted sense of the sublime. He is attempting to make us aware of what Artaud long
ago perceived ?- that the masses have no sense of
the sublime because "the sublime is confused with
one or another of its formal manifestation's, which

of Weiss comes across loud and clear. The most
often quoted lines, the most memorable lines, have
the consent of both the asthmatic Marquis and the
paranoid reformer with the irritable skin. It is
Marat, glaring at the audience, who says, "...and
today we can't even count all the dead/ There
they a r e / Behind the walls..." And it is Sade who
only a short time later speaks, "Nature herself
would watch unmoved/ if we destroyed the entire
human race/ I hate nature/ (staring, like Marat,
at the audience) this passionless spectator this
unbreakable iceberg-face..." Marat and Sade concur in their diagnosis: the people are dead; they
are passionless, unemotional spectators hiding behind the walls of sophistication.
The concurrence of Marat and the Marquis should
not surprise us. Sade, after all, did write Marat's
lines. At one point Sade is explicit; about their
area of agreement: "For you (Marat) just as for
m e / only the most extreme actions matter." And
at the end of the play when the asylum erupts
fulfilling the desires of Marat, the Marquis "laughs
triumphantly."
It is the agonized cries of Jacques Roux, repeated four times, that most accurately reflect the
despair of Doctors Weiss and Sade and Marat:
When will you learn to see
When will you learn to take sides.,,
The historical setting of MARAT/SADE serves
as a means of reinforcing the diagnosis of the
audience's disease. Sade's thoughts in 1808 on the
meaning of 1793 should force us, in 1968, to reflect
on the meaning of 1917 and the 1930's and 1941
and 1953 and last night's news report. The trouble
may be that "anyone believes what they hear/ over
and over again." these words are repeated twice
and they ring in our ears when Coulmier says'
"At this very momeftt our soldiers are laying down
their lives/ for the freedom of the world and for
our freedom." They are haunting words. They r e turn again when we are told of the results of the
revolution, when the conditions of 1808 force us

are, moreover, always defunct manifestations." He
is trying to end our habit of believing what we hear
over and over again, of accepting the popular mythology. And if we, the audience, ask why nothing
changes, ask why blood and torture and death have
no meaning, we are reminded of the diagnosis. We
are left confronting ourselves:
Sade:
Marat
these cells of the inner self
are worse than the deepest stone
dungeon and as long as they are
locked all your revolution remains
only a prison mutiny
to be put down
by corrupted fellow prisoners
Revolution, Weiss is saying, human action of any
sort, can never be meaningful so long as people
are dead, so long as their hardened sophistication
remains, so long as they refuse to feel. Taking
copulation as the ultimate life-affirming symbol,
he asks, "What's a revolution without general copulation?" What's a revolution if no one's alive? It
is only another superficial change, a part of the
"vicious cycles," Something deeper, more basic,
is necessary.
... our circumstances must be changed FUNDAMENTALLY,
and without these changes
everything we do must fail
We, like Marat, must come out of "the pink water
of the womb," with our "ideas about the world/
which no longer fit the world."
The important thing
is to pull yourself up by your own hair
to turn yourself inside out
and see the whole world with fresh eyes.
Several recent experiments in the theatre have
attempted to revitiate, to touch, to engage the
audience, to provoke them to attention, to instill
them with the Dionysian spirit. The desire has been
to end the age of the cold audience; but the attempts,
though worthy of recognition as experiments, have

fAGE UNITY
LT/SADE

by Carl Luty

seen characterized by a Kerouae.esque kind of
laivete. The productions at Julien Beck's LivingTheatre in New York — Pirandello's TONIGHT
iVE IMPROVISE, Jack Gelber's THE CONNECTION, Paul Goodman's THE YOUNG DISCIPLE —
sften seem mere exercises, forerunners of the
rappening. They are notably self-conscious and.
jmphasize one element of good drama to the de:riment of others.
Peter Weiss has succeeded where Julian Beck
'ailed. By assimilating the theories of Artaud and
Nietzsche and Beck into a larger whole, by using
them simultaneously with Brecht and Ionesco, by
weaving them into a more complex and more inclusive pattern, he has transcended them — succeeded without the self-consciousness, without the
naivete.. He has, while using his' own method, taken
a large step toward solving,Julien Baeck's problem:
.

"The problem we faced as we began
our work on Fourteenth Street was
how to create that spectacle, that
Aztec, convulsive, plague-ridden
panorama that would so shake
people up, so move them, so cause
feeling to be felt, there in the
body, that the steel world of law
and order which civilization has
forged to protect itself from
barbarism would melt. Why?
.
Because that steel world of law
and order did more than just
protect us from barbarism; it
also cut us off from real fealing.
That is, in the process of protecting ourselves from the barbaric instincts and acts we
feared, we simultaneously cut
ourselves off from all impulsive
sensation and made ourselves the
•lWnT)Hnnn;rwnft^ra^' flint

ryp CT^

lityiyc

that burn and gas six million Jews,
that enslave the blacks, that plan
bacteriological weapons, that annihilate Carthage and Hiroshima, that
humiliate and crush, that conduct
inquisitions, that hang men in cages,
to die of starvation and exposure
in that great concourse of the
Piazza: San Marco, that wipe out the
Indians, that exploit the peon, that
lock men in prisons away from natural
sex, that invent the gallows, the
garrote, the block, the guillotine,
the electric chair, the gas chamber,
the firing squad, that take young men
in their prime and teach them to kill,
and that go about our daily business
while one person every six seconds dies
of starvation." ,

This is what MARAT/SADE is all about. Beck's
diatribe is one that Weiss would like,
A multitude of devices, again all weaving together, are used to "cause feeling to be felt,"
to melt "the steel world of law and order." These
am easily analyzed within the context of Artaudian theory; but the words of Peter Brook make
the Point:
"Starting with its title, everything about this
Play is designed to crack the spectator in the
Jaw, then douse him with ice-cold water, then
force him to assess intelligently what has happened to him, then give him a kick in the balls,
then bring him back to life again." •
The achievement of MARAT/SADE lies in the way
the diverse elements have been integrated, in the
way Weiss handles the art of radical Juxtaposition,
in the way everything has been woven into a huge
Daumier-like montage. By isolating the elements,
we diminish them. (This explains why the movie,
with its ludicrous "roving eye," became a mishmash of anecdotes, an exercise in fragmentation,
with no point of view formalized.) The vital fact
about MARAT/SADE is its simultaneity. The density of dimension, originating in Weiss' cleverly
conceived setting, succeeds through a subtle, seemingly paradoxical fusion of a number of theatrical
sensitivities. The resultant paralytic violence of the
Play and the audience's inability to respond reflect
the paralysis confronting modern culture. And instead < of becoming a victim of the diseased overdefinition and the facile, cliche-ridden overawareness that exists today, MARAT/SADE employs this
. trap in which modern art is caught and turns it to
confront the decaying audience,
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exhibitions accessible to members of the College community, are also encouraged.
The editors welcome criticism of this introductory issue; ail contributions and suggestions will be appreciated.
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LECTURER-in-RESIDENCE:
KENNETH KENISTON
by John Osier

Lecture I
Citing the common themes of intense individuality,
highly principled families, European styled adolescence, and a feeling of being different, Lecturerin-Hesidence Dr. KennethKenistonoutlinedthe"gradual move toward radicalism" in the first of a threelecture series on New Radicals in the Washington,,
Room last Monday night.
Discounting the "Radical Rebel" and "Red Diaper
Baby!1 theories on the development of radicals as
"oversimplifications," Keniston held that today's
New Leftists experience no dramatic conversions.
•-• The ."Radical Rebel" Theory states that the in-,
^dividual is rebelling against society, but Keniston
rejected this theory for it presupposes a complete
break with the past. The "radical rebel" is a young,
adult who has adopted an extreme left philosophy
although he come from a conservative background.
Similarly, the "Red Diaper Baby" Theory is invalid for it assumes that the person who has come,
from a leftist oriented family with become radical
in order to carry over all they learned in the past.
Keniston compiled the material for, his lectures
from his interviews with fourteen "committed radi-

Lecture II
In his, second lecture, "Tensions of Movement
Work," Keniston discussed the tendency of rad-.
icals to become isolated and withdrawn. He analyzed the problem to be the result of an apathetic, or hostile reception which the radical invariably encounters. This causes the intensification
of relations within the group. Ultimately, the radical's ability to communicate beyond his immediate
environment is handicapped. Still, this trend toward
capsulization has apositive effect in that it strengthens the group and discourages attrition.
Keniston explained that during the winter months,
when the past summer's activities are re-appraised, and the blame is assigned for past failures,
hostility and bickering within the group is common, A winter of discontent, according to Keniston,
is part of a "weariness of social struggle" which
is understandable; for the radicals' goals are beyond
their grasp, and failure is an expected part of
every project.
Civil disobedience, observed Keniston, is an outgrowth of these same frustrations. Disobedience
is a "flight to activity" which the radicals adopt
because they feel that they must "do anything to
get going." Although civil disobedience may provoke
a violent reaction, Keniston asserted that the New
Radicals are essentially non-violent, having learned
the "fruitlessness of .conflict."
The profound estrangement of theradicals from the
mainstream of American, society comes.irbm their
ideals, claimed Keniston. He stressed that these

Lecture III
cals." who worked, on the Vietnam Summer project
last year. From these interviews he found that
family backgrounds which stressed ethical relationships were common to most radicals.
The mother, according to Keniston, was often a
very strong figure who pressured her children for
academic success. Both parents tended to be open in
their relationship with their children.
, The father had an ambivalent image, usually
honorable and highly principled, but unable to carry
his ideals beyond his home.-Keniston discribed him
as a "business man who is able to see the illegitimacy of business society."
In their early childhood, the radicals were often
defenders of unpopular causes, and more politically
aware than their contemporaries. The lecturer cited
the story of a fifth grade student who organized
the weaker members of his class to attack a group
of bullies. The boy remembered that "as usual,
the students on my side panicked and ran at the:
crucial moment." This type of incident, explained
Keniston, contributed to a feeling of being "different
or special" in the case of most of the student radicals he interviewed.
Adolescence for New Radicals, observedKeniston,
was more European than American in that they withdrew from their peers, and often experienced a feeling of moral inferiority. This was, usually accompanied by aii intense intellectualism and concern
for sexuality.
The psychologist said that post-adolescence was
in many cases characterized by a resumption of and
consolidation of outward success^ These student often
became class officers or leaders of campus organizations. In spite of this success, they came to develop
a dissatisfaction with establishment options. They
felt that recognition was not adequate compensation
for their time. At the same time, the emerging
radicals were plagued by self doubt - an important
factor in their development.
.
Keniston stated that their commitment to radicalism grew steadily as they became increasingly
convinced that their activities were not worthwhile.
: He suggested that they became concerned with the
human condition in order to negate their own obsession with their personal unworthiness.

people do not become estranged from a priori
psychological alienation, but rather from their
increasing sense that they are part of a small
•minority. They accept the fact that all their-attempts
to 'work within the framework of existing conventions have failed.
The New Left's aversion to violence, manipulations of peoples, and hierarchial structure, was
referred to by Keniston as one of the major obstacles to the group's organizational efficiency.
The Vietnam Summer group, that he studied, provided an example of the problem when its office
staff staged a revolt which led to the elimination
of all distinctions between official and political
staff workers. He observed that the students .in
the group with leadership potential consciously
refrained from expressing their own opinions so that
they would not dominate the group. Instead, they
sought "I-Thou" relationships while attempting to
work in small groups.
Keniston stated that the major concern of the
New Left should be finding a way of extending this
ideal of participatory democracy to great masses
of humanity.

"Change, Violence, and the Search for New Forms"
was the topic of Keniston's final lecture. The thesis
of''-•the discussion was that the radicals' hostility
to authoritative structures was an outgrowth of their
attempt to control "the historical activation of their
inner violence."
, .,.
The psychologist hypothesized .that the existence
of atomic weapons and the ever present threat of
a nuclear holocaust has deeply affected .the attitudes of the younger generation. '•'.'. •'.•''
The 6bvious inequality of existence which has
. caused the civil rights movement in this country
has also had a profound effect on today's, youth,
according to Keniston.
• '; •
The third element of contemporary society cited
by Keniston which has marked the philosophy of the
younger generation1,is the "automatic affluence" to
which, it has been exposed. Material wealth is so
common to their world that its value is greatly
diminished. Therefore, they tend to place a greater
emphasis on .principles and ideals. At the same
time, they are appalled that the nation's great
abundance should be denied to so. large a segment
of society.
.
The lack of what Keniston referred to as "institutionalized hypocrisies" has made the generation gap seem greater than it was in the past. The
pace of social change has been so rapid that a system for designating rationalized exemptions to principles has not yet been developed. Therefore,
claimed Keniston, students feel a greater sensitivity toward the injustices which exist. They sense
the difference between ideals and realities.
The parents of today's students are what the
lecturer called the "first modern generation." They
learned and substituted new values for the Victorian attitudes with which they were raised. They attempted to teach the new values to their children,
but in times of crisis reverted to archaic attitudes
of their parents, thus appearing inconsistent. P r e sent-day students resent the non sequiturs of their
parents' arguments. "The children see that the 1
Emperor wears no clothes," quipped Keniston, "and
they talk about it."
The question of violence, dramatized by the possibility of nuclear annihilation, and the realities of
war and international crises, claimed Keniston,
has come to be to this generation what sex was
to the Victorians. Witnessing this outer violence,
and being aware of their innate capacity for the
same degree of destructiveness, students make
its control their central concern.
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Ferris Center Construction
Scheduled for Mid-March
Construction of the new George
M. Ferris Athletic Center is slated
to begin about the middle of March,
reported Elwood Harrison, Director of Construction. Southern
New England Contracting Co. will
begin moving equipment and offices to the site on March 6.
The contract for the Athletic
Center was awarded to the
company in January. The company
submitted the lowest bid of the
five competing organizations.
$2.26 million. The four other bids
ranged from $2.29 million to $2.44 million.
• .
According to Harrison, Section
C of the Athletic Center/which
consists solely of squash courts,
has been eliminated from present
plans and was not included in the
bid. The estimated cost of this
section, he said, is about $800,000. The squash courts, he added, may eventually be built.
Harrison reported that there
should be "no problem at all in
opening the Life Science Center
by September." "Mr. Robertson,
Treasurer and Comptroller of the*
Collge and I have spent many
hours in the last four weeks with
the architect concerning the furnishings of the building," he explained. Lab equipment, he said,
is presently being installed in the
Center.
Harrison pointed to the nature
of the construction of the Life
Science Center as one of the principal reasons for the delay in
its completion. The building, he
explained, is a reinforced concrete structure, and not simply a
steel frame building, like the High
Rise Dormitory.
The Life Science Center, noted
Harrison, is equipped with a highly refined heating system, which
also caused sums delay. Theheat—.ing svstpm, he remarked, is de-

the year.
Harrison named the seven-week
strike during, the summer and a
shortage of skilled construction
workers in the area as other
contributing factors in the delayed
completion.
Harrison predicted that "we
should have no problem occupying the High Rise dorm in Sept-

Document Depository
Considered Valuable

The College library is fortunate
to be a Federal Document Depository, according to Donald B.
Engley, Librarian. The library
was established as such a depository in 1895 and now has
provided the new B-floor as a
more spacious area for the wealth
of material in the government
document collection.
According to Ralph Arcarl, the

ember, barring any uni'orseen difficulty. " He commented that the
building should be completed by
Memorial Day.
According to the Director of
Construction, wardrobes for the
bedrooms are presently being
fabricated. Carpeting for the living
rooms and all public areas has
also been ordered.

DuBois Club Speaker to Protest
Against McCarran Act Passage
" by Michael Trigg
The College Chapter of SDS,
reacting to the passage of the new
McCarran Act, has invited a speaker from the W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs
to explain the new Act andDirksen
Amendments and how they will effect the Du Bois Clubs in the
forthcoming proceedings against
the Du Bois organization. SDS
intends to formulate a resolution
primarily concerned with freedom
of speech and association, two
rights abolished by the New Act.
By a vote of 3-2 with 95 Senators absent the new McCarran
Act (Dirksen Amendments to the
McCarran Act) was passed by the
U.S. Senate and signed into law
by Johnson on January 2, 1968,
The McCarran Act's preamble affirms the existence of a world
Communist conspiracy and the act
itself is symbolic of the anti-communism view that possesses the
minds of the American people.
The new act grew out of the
original Internal .Security Act of
1950, which resulted from the political ideology of McCarthyism.
The original Internal Security Act
was passed over the veto of

tion is said to be terror, sabotage
and espionage--all presented as
"findings of fact."
The Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB), the investigative body established by the McCarran Act, is a board of five
anonymous bureaucrats earning
salaries of $26,000 per year. On
February 27, the SACB begins
hearings in New York against the
W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of America.
The new Act defines 2 other
categories besides Communist organizations: Communist front and
Communist infiltrated groups, The
Du Bois Clubs are to be investigated under the category of Communist front: that is, under the
category of groups in which one
or more Communist members of
the group exercise influence in
that organization. These hearings
will be the first proceedings under
the new law.
The Board has power to grant
immunity to all witnesses and may
abolish the 5th Amendment rights
obligating witnesses to answer all
questions put to them by the
Government. The Amendments
state further that no legal action

Freshman Senator Steven Keeney, President of SDS stated:"The
Act comes at a time when American democracy already seems a
mockery in the eyes of many people of our world. It can only
serve to reaffirm that judgement.
The new McCarran Act is a blatent reincarnation of McCarthyism
complete with all of his disregard
for our Constitution and basic
unalienable rights of men." The
Du Bois Club organization plans
to initiate an offensive against
the Board to obtain a declaratory
statement from the Supreme Court
on the Constitutionality of the Act.

temperature throughout of the Supreme Court have overthrown the provisions of the Act.
The McCarran Act reckons with
Students
Interested
in the Communist conspiracy, directed to the overthrow of WestWorking For
ern democracy. This Communist
Eugene McCarthy
conspiracy functions in the U.S.
in New Hampshire
through the agency of the CommunContact David Chanin.
ist Party USA (labeled in the
Box 36
Act as a "Communist action organization), and its method of opera-

to halt or interfere with its procedures.
The Board, a powerful mechanism of repression, can extend
proceedings to 3 months

gineering students.
An open hearing on the subject of Dean's List modification
or abolition will be held tonight
at 7 p.m. in Wean Lounge. Associate Dean of the College Thomas A. Smith announced last week
that after an ad hoc faculty committee examines student opinion
at the meeting', the group will
decide the fate of the Dean's List.
To be named to the Dean's List,
a student must carry a full course
load and attain a grade-point average of 8,00 (B) or better. The
highest individual average this
term was earned by Walter A.
Hesford '68, with an 11.500.

constant

DEFERRING
GRADUATE
SCHOOL?

All groups branded as subversive and categorized by the
Board must print on all publications and their spokesmen must
announce before any public statement that they have been determined by final order of the SACB
to be Communist-front organizations. Members of such registered groups can neither hold defense
jobs nor non/elective government
positions.

ojtiunc

Sammy
Says

The Smithsonian Astrophysica! Observatory likes to
staff its world-wide network of research stations with
men of unusual intelligence and ability. The trouble is,
of course, that most such men are either still in school
or already spoken for by one or another of the professions. The men we send to Spain, Peru, Ethiopia and
elsewhere must have career plans which are still negotiable, or be willing at least to acquire some uncommon experience for a year or two while putting away
funds for graduate school, For those who stay, there
are broad opportunities for advancement as well.
If you are available and a specialist in electronics,
mechanics, astronomy or physics or a bright, flexible
non-specialist in a related Held, write to Mr. Donald
E. Tingle, Personnel Administrator.

SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAl
OBSERVATORY
60 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1

Record 403
Gain Dean's
List Honors
A record number of 403 students have been named to the
Dean's List at the College, it
was announced by Dean of the
College Harold Dorwart. The number represents 34% of the total
enrollment, including 135 seniors,
136 juniors, 64 sophomores, 65

new Documents Reference Librarian, the library is a selective
depository for the interests of
this campus are such that the
library cannot accept everything
that the Government printing office publishes.
Although the
material in the document section
is provided free to the College,
it is public property and thus the
government
document section
actually belongs to the public.
The government printing office
has such institutions as Trinity
College serve as depositories, according to Arcari, to expedite and
facilitate the distribution of such
government documents. The obligation of the College is to keep
the documents for at least five
years.
Arcari described the newly arranged government documents
collection as a library in itself,
and, he continued, most of the col^
lection is extremely rare. The
government printing office must
not have a loss, consequently all
published materials are only published once. After one year, therefore, the material is considered
rare.
Arcari is anxious for more students to use the resources of
the new B-floor, for "primary
matter" on sociology, psychology,
selective service, defense, econo :
rnics and labor. Arcari explained
that reports are written on all
monies spent by the federal government and all government agencies arrange reports on all their
operations. These are included in
the library along with serials on
all hearings held by any and all
government committees.
Whereas the State Library is
geared for legal research, the
College collection is more general
and of interest to all members
of the campus community. Arcari
also stated that he is now in the
the B-floor
collection oy tne gdVetnitrgnf j3firit-"
ing office cataloging system and of
filing references to government
document section in the card catalogue.
In recent Greater Hartford library developments, the Hartford
Foundation for Public Giving has
provided $30,000 for a study of
the total library services of the
Capital Region and the 29 towns
serving that region. The study, to
be , completed by October, 1968,
will ihventqry library /resources,
1
examine strengths, gaps, and duplications, and recommend ways to
provide, more services for more,
people.
One of the significant features
of the study will be a plan for
the implementation of recommendations in the form of a demonstration program. This Library
Study Steering Committee is headed by the College Librarian, Donald B. Engley.

V^
Tickets Available In
Mather Ha\I Foyer
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Campus Notes
Library Hours
Saturday, March 9; 8;30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.; Sunday, March 10: Closed; Monday, March 11 through Saturday, March 16: 8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Sunday, March 17: Closed; Monday, March 18 through
Saturday, March 23: 8:30 a.rn.4:30 p.m.; Sunday, March24;Closed; Monday, March 24 through Saturday, March 30; 8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Sunday, March 31: Closed; Monday, April 1: Resume regular hours.

Alpha Chi Rho are: President,
Howard G. McDonald; Vice-President, Brian Titus; Stewart, Dan
Battles; Treasurer, Pete Berger;
Chaplain,
Jack Linvill; Social
Chairman, Tan Platt; House Manager, Russell Parks; and Brotherat-Large, John Robson.

Pi Kappa Alpha

The following students have been
officers of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity: President - William
Boysen '68; Vice President - David Seidel '69; Treasurer - Gerald Hatch '69; Sec. - Michael
Easter Week-end Hours
Loberg '69; Sergeant-at-Arms Thursday, April 11: 8:30 a.m. - John Stevens '69; and Steward 10:00 p.m.; Friday, April 12 and Gary Kersteen '68.
Saturday, April 13: 8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.; Sunday, April 14; Closed; Monday, April 15; Resume regular hours.

Placement

The Watkinson Library will be open
from: Monday, March 11 - Monday, April 1 (Monday-Friday), 9:00
a.m. - noon, 1:00 - 4;30 p.m.;
Saturdays, Sundays and Friday,
April 13, closed.
Reserve books may be taken out
for the vacation period after 0-.0O
a.m. Friday, March 8, except that
one copy of each title must remain
for use in the library. Books are
due back at 8:30 a.m. Monday,
April 1, 1968.

Infirmary
Any students interested inapplying for positions as aides in the
College Infirmary for next year
should submit a letter of application to Dean Roy Heath before
March 8, 1908. Position,provides
free room for academic year.

Alpha Chi Rho
The newly elected officers of

Swimming.
(Continued from Page 7)
As a misplaced optimistic overtone, Watts automatically set a
Trinity record in the 1000-yard
freestyle by enduring that event
for the first time in the College's
history. His time of 12:30.3 was
sufficient for a strong victory over
the Union distancernen.
Tonight the tankers splash at
Tufts against a perpetually weak
club and return home Friday to
wrap up the dual meet schedule
with Wesleyan.
The Cardinals
recently passed defending New
England champion, Amherst, by
.62-33, the same score Amherst
commanded over Trinity a week
ago.
•
..In-.other aqua-festivities, six
members
of the Varsity club
donned': suits for the first annual
Varsity-Freshman
Meet Friday
and, swimming four and five events
apiece, laced the cubs, 57-38.
Hail the future of Trinity swimming.
Hail Union.
Hail the Trowbridge filter system.

(Continued from Page 1)
plained, is appalled by the apparent discrepancy existing betweeen ideals and action. The 1968
Lecturer-in-Residence commented that this hypocrisy is first
observed in the parents, and is
later discovered in a broader perspective in issues such as civil
rights and the yet incomplete decolonization of the world.
Keniston observed that most new
leftists come from what he termed
"happy homes," where the parents
instilled high standards in their
offspring. These parents, the first
modern generation, rejected Victorian values, he continued, and
raised their children on today's
mores. Keniston suggested that
frequently these parents reverted
to their old philosophies during
crises, thus exposing their ambivalence.
As an example of the discrepancies displayed bythe first modern generation, Keniston pointed to
the parent -who preaches equality
but forbids interracial dating.
This, he said, disturbs the young
radical: "the child sees the'Emperor wears no clothes," he claimed, "and he talks about it."
The distinction between the
young radicals and the rest of
today's
youth is, according to
the professor, the radicals' intense

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Norden Division of United Aircraft-Conference Room
Gulf Oil Corporation - Card Room
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29
B. Altman Company-Elton Lounge
U.S. Army Electronics CommandCard Room
FRIDAY, MARCH 1
U.S. Gypsum Company - Senate
Room
Russwin Division of Emhart Corporation-Conference Room
Carpenter Steel-Card Room
(Continued from Pa&e 8;
Sikorsky Aircraft - Elton'Lounge
MONDAY, MARCH 4
off steam from the rigors of uniAnaconda Metal Hose Division - form life. Better shows have been
Conference Room
devised In high school,
Republic Steel Corporation - Card
After "the Hawk" had finished
Etoom
his ritual, a fired up Hartford
Metropolitan Insurance Company- quintet (they shot 56%) blew open
Elton Lounge
a tight battle (80-73) by outpointTUESDAY, MARCH 5
ing Trin 24-11 In the final seven
Factory Mutual Engineering Cor- minutes to score a 104-84 t r i poration-Conference Room
umph,
Stop and Shop, Inc.-Card Room
Ken Gwozdz and Larry FranBurroughs Wellcome Company- ciose sparked this Hawk rally while
Elton Lounge
finishing with 10 and 14 markThe Leemlngv Pacquin Division of ers, respectively.
C'liiirle.s Pfizer and Company will
DePrez had brought the Bantams
interview iuninrs for their "sum- linr'lf frvMn on o i i i l v Q^-n /-l^CinU
mer marketing program on April to a close 47-42 difference by
4. it interested, see the Place- sinking 17 of his 23 points in the
initial half,
ment Office.
Ron Martin kept the Hilltoppers
For any student who has sort
of a mixetl-up summer, there is in the game during the third quara job available at a summer re- ter by dropping in 12 of his 16
sort being chauffer for about the tallies. His outpoint was equaled
first three' weeks in August. See by this week's most prolific producer - Jim Stuhlman..
Mr. Butler.

(Continued from Page 1)
Gettier will argue In support of the
insistence "upon living by their war while Dr. Netting and Mr.
Brown will contend that "it is in-,
principles."
Keniston discounted the popular compatible to love justice and
notion that a youth turns radi- serve your country" in Viet Nam,.
stressed that the.particical after experiencing a "dra- Tull
matic conversion." He stressed pants were not necessarily exthat the child undergoes an even- pressing their own opinions, but
positions.
tual move toward radicalism as were assigned their
the inconsistencies of his society However, he added, each man is
become gradually apparent. When firmly committed to arguing his
these inconsistencies are first r e - side.
vealed, he asserted, the child inThe chaplain stated that presentitially attempts to effect changes ing such a discussion is the "auththrough established channels, act- entic job of the chaplain" because
ing on what are traditionally liber- he "is above certain issues." He
al assumptions.
explained that the program will be
Automatic
affluence
and the non-partisan and stressed that
growth of technology have height- everyone in the administrationand
ened youth's
sensitivity to the the faculty "is agreed on the need
inconsistency and dehumaniza- and on the general structure of the
tion in the contemporary cul- program," The discussion itself
ture, the psychologist suggested. will consist of ten minute arguConcurrently, today's youth has ments by each side and then ten
become less materially-oriented, minutes
of general discussion.
he believed, because material After that, the meeting will be
wealth can now be taken for grant- thrown open to questions from the
ed.
audience.

Basketball...

'

1. Phi nniug ii trip?

2. But that's just swampland.
I'll call it Bog
Harbor.

Dabbling in real estate.
There's some choice
acreage for sale.

3. What'll you do with
the. alligators?

"NOW PLAYING!

•X X "ONE OF
' \ THE
\
WEAR'S

4, Have you cheeked for
tsetse flies?

Mow about one free
with every acre?

You sure look on
the dark side.

BEST!'

THEr-V

GRADUATE
TECHNICOLOR

ANNE BANCROFT
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
KATHARINE ROSS

Hockey...

11:55-2:15
-1:40-79:20

SfUCTIO SHORTS

(Continued from- Page 7)
netted goals for the Hilltoppers.
In the second period the Trin-.
, ity defense, spearheaded by Goalie Rorke, who made 45 saves overall, held M.I,T. scoreless. Meanwhile, Bantam Bryant was tying the
game at 3-3, by scoring his second
' ' '
The third period started slowly,
with M.I.T. making the first: goal
after ten minutes of play. Paul
Bushueff, who was to score the
"hat-trick", immediately nailed
his second. goal to knot the game
again.
M.I.T. took a 5-4 lead with less
than three minutes to go and then
proceeded to keep the puck in the
/Trinity zone for almost two. minr
.utes.. With only a minute remainIng", the face-off moved to the
•: M.I.T. end ot. the ice, and Batson's strategy ensued.

Viet Debate...

Keniston on New Radicals...

5.1 hate to see you throw
your dough away.
Listen, I'm doing this
so my wife and kids will
have something to fall
back on if something
happens to me.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
. s ^ . , ™, w,.*

NECKTIES

• One Day Service

,

6. Then why don't you put some
money into Living Insurance
from Equitable. That way,
you'll all be on solid ground.
Living Insurance gives top
protection while your kids
are growing up. And when
you retire, it can give you a
lifetime income.
I never could
read road maps.

I UT

• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
•

Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.

The

EQUITABLE

Life Assurance Society of the United States

Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

55 Equitable 1968
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Stick MIT in Overtime

lUnion Stages Upset |
For 4lh Straight Year

A decisive move by Coach Ray
Bats on and a fine shot by Frank
Stowell led the hockey team to
their fourth win against three defeats last Monday at M.I.T., 6-5.
With the Bantams trailing, 5-4
and one minute left, Coach Batson
pulled his goalie and inserted his
six best forwards in a bold attempt
to tie the game.
Batson's strategy worked to perfection as Paul Bushueff scored
his third goal, with an assist from
Henry Barkhausen. Before M.I.T.
could recover, Trinity goalie Steve
Rorke was back in the cage, and
the game was sent into sudden
death overtime.
The fired up skaters wasted no
time, as Frank Stowell scored
after three minutes on an assist
from Spike Birmingham to ice
the victory over the Engineers.
The Trinity Icemen take on a
new opponent, Lafayette, this Friday at the Choate rink in their
final test.
The entire game was an even
struggle, with the Engineers taking
a 3-2 lead after the first period.
Tony Bryant and Paul Bushueff
(Continued on Page 6)

VICTORY ICED...Though junior stick, Paul Bushueff kept Trin
alive with a "hat-trick", it took Frank Stowell's overtime scores
to pack away MIT, 6-5, and cause the pictured elation. The 43 club closes with Lafayette at Choate on Friday. (Nance p hoto)

by Ric Hendee '
While berserk Trowbridge Pool Dutchmen gained the win column.
filters were assiduously spewing Then a Union slam in the insediment throughout the muddied dividual medley, and firsts in the
Bantam tank last Wednesday, the diving, butterfly,
and 100-yard
Hilltop swimmers were busy in freestyle events put the squads
Schenectady,
New
York ac- at 35 points apiece with founevents
complishing the impossible for remaining.
the fourth straight year...losing
Ail-American Captain, Bill Bato Union College.
con churned to his third win of the
Finally satisfied at the conclu- gala gathering, clocking 2:18.6 in
sion of the 53-51 upset that the the 200-yard backstroke and disyearly rout was an established tanceman Doug Watts placed sesmall college tradition, the Dutch- cond in the 20-length 500-yard
men swimmers greeted the Ban- freestyle yet the home club still
tams with sympathy rather than held a two-point advantage.
open-mouthed disbelief.
Then the Blue and Gold breaststroke duo, Phil Davis and Howard
Trinity's 3-5 swimmers stub- Schaffer, slammed a first-second
bornly dragged Union into the last finish to boost Trin five points in
event, the
400-yard freestyle front, 51-46, but still one point
relay, before admitting defeat as shy of a guaranteed tie. Only
the Schenectady anchorman touch- the relay remained and, ironicaled in a four second-victory.
ly, the college that holds the deCoach Robert Slaughter's Var- fending New England championship
sity snatched the opening medley title in that event, finished an exrelay and top .places in the next hausted and sloppy second.
three events (1000-, Z00-, and 50Union - 53, Trinity - 51. Many,
yard freestyle) before the cautious many tears.
(Continued on Page 6)

Bantams Third
InBowl Game

1102 COMMONWF'.AI/m AVKNUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum
potential in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.
We at the International Center for Academic. Research are proud that these outstanding instructional
techniques have shown proven results for decades.
OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete
money back guarantee- If after following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic
standings noticeably, your money will be COMPLETELY REFUNDED.
Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135 .
,

•

Please include;
Name
Address
City
Zip Code
College or U.
Course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This weekend, while watching
basketball, swimming, and squash
with Wesleyan, think of bowling-.

Last semesters average:
1

.

2

.

3 .
•

4

.

fay David Sarasohn
Thinking that the basketball team
is pointless? Wondering if the
swimming team drowned? Convinced that indoor track is cold?
Rejoice! For there is yet one
winter sport where Trinity men
may hold their heads high, having
overcome stiff competition from
Bryant College, Central Connecticut State, Lowell Tech, Western
New England (the college, not the
phone company), and even Boston
University.
aowimg (famous as what the
- S t M t y gentleman 'takes
when
full ) is providing a measure of~
satisfaction for Bantam sports fans
who are wondering when soccer is
going to start again.
The situation was-tense as the
Trinmen took to the alleys in the
Pioneer Valley Tournament, still
confident after being shut out In
Womens1 Division (Later, the pinmen claimed bravely. " We expected it.") But then Trinity placed
four in the top 17 out of a field
of 96 in the Mens' singles, with
Alan Thomas hauling down a s e cond place trophy.
Dave Stern hit the 3-pin (finished third) in a field of 92 in
ALL EVENTS.
With the atmosphere so tense
you could hear a pin drop, Trinr
ity" grabbed an over-all third in •
a field of nineteen, leaving such
renowned street-clothes jocks as
Manchester Community College
eating their dust. As the standings were announced, the statue of
Bishop Brownell seemed to smile,
and practice a hook.
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Special group rates for fraternities and sororites. 20%dlscount for groups of ten or more. Please include
organization title
ALLOW 4 TO 6 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING AND DELIVERY.

(Trinity Students
Especially Welcome)

Tommy's
Barber
Shop
105 New Britain Ave.,
near Broad Street
1 minute walk from
Field House
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Stuhlman's Hot Hand
Drowns Union, 71-61
Trinity produced its third victory of the season last Tuesday
in beating visiting Union College,
71-61, before stumbling against
two traditional foes later in
the week - at Coast Guard, 8473. on Thursday and the U. of

Frosh Lose
Fourth Test;
To Dutchmen

TRINITY NO. 1: George Crile " H u e s " the boll against a South
Vietnamese Amherst man, in losing 3-"Thieu." Final score:
Amherst 9, Trinity 0.
(Rose Photo)

Whitewash Bowdoin

Squashmen Split
A 9-0 loss to Amherst coupled nament which was won last year
with a 9-0 victory over'Bowdoin by Ted Hutton.
have given the Trinity squash team
The frosh (5-3) topped Choate
a 6-8 record. Only a dual match on Tuesday by 6-3 and defend earagainst Wesleyan Tuesday and the lier victories over Wesleyan and
Nationals on Thursday, Friday Williston on Tuesday and Wednesand Saturday t M j x J
day in Trowbridge Towers.
the most successful HilltoDsn»acl1
Arhherst with a senior-dominated team found that the improved Bantams were not the pushovers they were a month ago.
The individual matches were quite
close. George Crile's match
serves as. an excellent example.
Crille, playing at his usual number one spot, demonstrated a fine
February 13; Trinity Frosh 109game before falling to defeat in
Wesleyan Frosh 90.
a heated and often disputed match.
The first four games were quite
Again tomorrow? '
close and the result was a two-two
The Bantams, 14-1 will put their
draw. In the fifth game the Amherst record on the line against archplayer did not give Crile a need- rival Wesleyan tomorrow night at
ed break, and pulled away to a 15- Middletbwn. After losing to Am10 victory. Crile played his best herst, Trinity has formulated a
match of the year only to go down six game win streak, with victo defeat with the rest of the tories last week over Coast Guard,
team.
82-76, and Union, 92-61.
Against Bowdoin, the Bantams
Through 15 games, Joe Wilson's
faced an inexperienced team in
only their second year of organ- club is sinking only 53% of their
ized squash. The result was one foul shots. However, it was this
aspect of the game that led Trinof the easiest victories of the year.
Trinity lost only one game in the ity to a come from behind win over
Coast Guard, as they scored their
individual matches.
Meanwhile Peter Wiles, George last seven points at the charity
stripe.
Crile, Pete Campbell and Malcom
Hayward are the only players left
Seventeen points in the first
in the annual inter-college tour- half by Howie , Greenblatt kept •
Trinity in the ball game early
and enabled tliem to lead, 39-37
at the mid-game buzzer.

The freshman swimming team
lost one that it couldn't afford
last week, as they were upset by
Union frosh, 61-33.. The frosh
swimmers turned in some of their
slowest times of the year, coming off a four hour bus trip.
Trinity took only one event, as
Peter Dodd and Mark, Hastings
swept the fifty-yard freestyle with
a winning time of 24.5. The medley relay team, despite a respectable 1:51.4, fell before a strong
Union relay.
Bob Hurst and Mark Hastings
could manage only second and third
against a 200-yard freestyle time
of 1:56.5.
Ward Godsall took a second in
the 200-yard individual medley and
a third in the 100-yard butterfly, with Gary McKenzie grabbing
a second.
Lou Birinyi, diving off a cheap
board with a low ceiling, found
his timing hurt too badly to match
his norm, and turned in a second
place.
The loss, which drop the frosh
record to 5-4, ends their shot at
a 7-3 record, which would have
been the best ever. The '71 swimmers wrap up their season Thursday against Wesleyan at home.

Hartford, 104-84, here on Saturday.
The Bantams now stand 3-16
with just one contest left this Wednesday with Wesleyan at Middletown.
The conquest of Union came amid
sloppy play by both squads. The
32-23 half-time score in the Hilltopper's favor featured several
muffs of easy layups.
Then with a margin of just four
points late in the game, 65-61,
the Bantams sunk six straight
free throws to outduel the NewYorkers.

AXP Defeats
independents

The situation became even more
ludicrous when the U.of Hartford
mascot, "Hawk," pranced out on
the floor with his protruding beat
and yellow hose supplemented by I
grubby sneakers. It became ap-'
parent that he was really flying
high.
Even the Coast Guard had reThe other two contests proved
'to be out of reach although' Trin- sorted to cheer leaders to enity stayed close in both struggles courage its seamen. Cheering conuntil the final minutes. At New tests certainly proved to be a highLondon, Coast Guard displayed re- light of that evening in full view
markable outside shooting to; of
approximately
10 visiting
garner the win. Guard Kent Kirk- Trinity spectators. It gave this obpatrick paced the Cadets with 22 servor quite a lift to watch a few
markers in protecting a 39-31 hundred screaming meemies blow
intermission margin.
Stuhlman again spearheaded the
^ (Continued on Page 6)

Prior to the U. of Hartford —
Trinity basketball contest the
Alpha Chi Rho machine repeated
as kings of the intramural court
by decisioning the Independents,
74-70, in a long awaited duel,
Pete Burger and Rich Coyle
paced the winners with 24 and,21
points, respectively.
.-'
6'4" Dave Jankowski headed an
Independent charge after trailing
38-28 at the intermission. He contributed 27 tallies in a losing effort.
.
" . ••
;
Sigma Nu and P s i Upsilon still
must clash for third place while
the Frosh. North and Phi Kappa
- Psi have .yet to determine the
fifth slot.:.-.:• , :

The Coasties pulled away in the
second half, 68-64, with 7:30 left
to go. Then a tenacious Trin defense held the Seamen to only
eight points. Meanwhile, TomSasali and Ron Cretaro each scored
four points as the Yearlings made
ten of their final eighteen points
on Coastie fouls to triumph, 82-76.
Greenblatt led all scorers with
24 points, while Tom Sasali pumped in 22 for the Bantams.

Last Tuesday's game was a
completely different story as Trinity rolled away to a 92-61 win over
Union for a change, the Bantams
played a consistently hot game,
hitting on 40 'of 78 field goal

ASHUNDREDS
OF COLLEGE GUYS
AND GALS HAVE
SUMMERTIMES
with...

attempts.
Tom Sasali paced the Bantams
to a quick lead of 19-7 and a
52-35 halftime margin by bagging
16 points in the opening period.

Humor
Ice Cream

Yes, you put
in lots of hours
but...

Trinity continued to pour it on in
the second half. However, with four
minutes to go and the 71ers leading 85-54, the hundred mark was
unattainable, so the subs went in
and kept pace, winning 92-61.

You're

- Sasali and Greenblatt were'once
again high scorers, netting 25 and
21 points respectively.

Fencers Stab
N.E. Champs
For the first time in the 11
years Ken Shailer has coached
the Trinity fencers the squad bested M.I.T. in a duel meet 18-9,
and with their final win over Brooklyn College 18-9 the club compiled one of its best seasons with a
9-2 record.
This Saturday the Bantams will
send their six best fencers to Boston where they will compete in the
New England tournament against
most of the fencing clubs in the
area. The team hopes to better
their runner-up finish to M.I.T.
in 1967 and break the five-five
tie between the clubs in overall first place finishes.
Representing the informal sport
this weekend will be co-captain
Emil Angelica and Colin Kaufman
in sabre, co-captain Ken Button
and John Gaston in epee, and Stu
Hamilton and Ray Vasidi or Mike
Williams in foil.

On Saturday night, it was hard
to determine whether Trinity enjoyed a homecourt advantage. Ai.
though the Hartford fans looked ri-i
diculous in their "Go Crazy Hawks" f
hats, the multitude supported this I
team a lot more than the handtul ,
of Bantam partisans who found time
to vacate Vernon Street or thelt
respective dorms to witness the
inter-city match.

Center Jim Stuhlman came up
with his finest outing of the year
in swishing 26 tallies (mostly on
smooth hooks and sweet jumpers
from the outside) and pulled down
19 rebounds.

HersWin 14th;
Finish With Wes

;

Bantam attack with 20 markets
while sophomore Pete DePrez ad.
ded 15.

You're trained and work on routes where people have
bought Good Humor Jce Cream for years . . . no investment . . . everything supplied.

HOW YOU QUALIFY FOR INTERVIEW
1. Minimum age 18.
2. Need^a valid driver's license . . . and must be able
to drive a clutch transmission.
3. Be in good physical condition.

Sign Up Now For Our Campus Visit
Ask your Summer Placement Director or Student Aid
Off icer to schedule you for our campus visit or write to:

GOOD HUMOR, Dept. A.
800 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

C

INTERVIEW
DATE: March 6

An Equal opportunity Employer (M/F)
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oundation Challenge Met
-FORD plus $1 MILLION!
Trinity College has now received
gifts totaling $6,600,000 necessary
to qualify for a Ford Challenge
Grant of $2,200,000. This goal was
achieved four months ahead of the
June 30 deadline, it was announced
Thursday evening by Dr. Albert C.
Jacobs, college president.
"Our job is far from finished,"
added Henry S. Beers, the national
campaign chairman, a 1918 graduate and trustee of the College, arid
former Chairman of JEtna Life and
Casualty.
"Now, with four months to go, we
have set a new goal. Our banner for
the remainder of the original challenge period reads, FORD PLUS A
MILLION," Beers said.
"We are grateful to our alumni,
parents and friends of the Hartford
area, and to all of our supporters
and benefactors in every part of
the country. However, it is imperative that we reach our new goal.
This is both necessary and reasonl able. It is partly due to the continuing and accelerating inflation in
both building and operating costs.
"We also have the problem, and it
fis,.a very nice kind of problem to
Jhave," he said, "that many people
(Who give to education and who
; have given to Trinity do so to furither a wide range of educational
I objectives. Many of the gifts which
| have helped us meet the original
! Ford Challenge have been specified
;for other, but not less valuable,
i objectives than the five primary
! objectives that Trinity announced
when the campaign started three
vyears ago.
f
< "Hence the need for FORD PLUS A
• MILLION, in order that we may
; more promptly complete those
Primary objectives, which were:
(1) construction of the Life Sciences
Center; (2) construction of the
Athletic Center; (3) more Faculty
Salary Endowment; (4) more Student Aid Endowment; (5) more
Watkinson Library Endowment."
campaign chairman called
fH'R narticimtion in the fund

drive "magnificent." As an example
he reported that, of the $1,800,000
received from all sources during the
present fiscal year, some $500,000
was given by the Hartford community* "This half-million has
come since July l s 1967, from
friends, both individual and corporate, from parents of present arid
former students and from our many
faithful alumni in this area. Particularly notable in my estimation
is the fact that a great proportion
of this year's gifts have come as
'second-time-around' contributions
from Trinity alumni, parents and
friends who had, earlier in the present campaign, contributed a total
of considerably more than a million," he said.
"This encourages us to believe that
generous supporters will make our
expanded goal a reality."

dent aid, reducing the net contribution of the tuition increase towards
the operating costs inflation, as has
happened with all previous tuition
increases.
"Every year the Trustees are
deeply concerned with Trinity's
comparison with other colleges in
the matter of faculty salaries , as
published by AAUP. It is not good
to have to contemplate much delay
in completing our objective fof
more Faculty Salary Endowment.
Right now we can say that real
progress has been made, and that
full completion of our specific objective is assured by the existence
6f certain trust funds which4 while
irrevocable, are not presently in
our hands."

"The influence of an increasing rate
of inflation is so universal in its
application to all human affairs
these days that it was discussed in
hardly more than a dozen words in
the general announcement. Many
of the details, however, are of major
importance to students and faculty.

Mr. Beers added, "Being in the
class of 1918, and remembering our
physical facilities of those days, I
dan see very clearly how Our capital
fund requirements due to growth
have been aggravated by inflation.
For one thing sanitary standards
and fire-safety standards in the
1960's cost far more than they did
in the 'teens—I am referring to the
distressing cost of reconstructing
the corridors and exits in the dormitories ; of taking the paint shop
out of Northam; and of housing
our maintenance equipment and
work shops in a separate building.
I am referring also to the necessity
and desirability nowadays recognized of suitable spaces on our
campus where students' leisure time
may be spent with the dignity and
attractiveness that will promote
desirable social contacts and friendships—this is something for which
I feel we must bring our planning
up-to-date and soon find solutions
for the priority problems involved.

"The trustees recently and reluctantly concurred in the conclusion
that inflation of operating costs
must be met, not only from the
income from increased endowment
funds but, in part by an all too
burdensome tuition increase. At
the same time the Trustees fully
realized that higher rates of tuition
call for an increased budget for stu-

"FORD PLUS A MILLION is if
anything a minimum goal for the
balance of the present Challenge
Year. May our many supporters
—students, faculty, alumni, parents, and friends—join in making
June 30, 1968, a happy day for the
present and the future of Trinity
education."

Beers Explains
Additional Need
Supplementing the formal announcement of the attainment of
the Ford Foundation Challenge
goal, President Jacobs and campaign Chairman Beers discussed
further some aspects of Trinity's
Capital Funds requirements that
they felt would be of more particular interest to Tripod readers than
possibly to the general public.
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